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The radial electric field profiles are derived from poloidal rotation velocity for a plateau 
regime plasma heated by a neutral beam in a CHS device. The measured electric field is more 
negative than the neoclassical prediction especially near the plasma periphery. However, 
the negative radial electric field is not directly related to the reduction of thermal diffusivity. 
Previously, we reported the measurements of a radial 
electric field derived from a poloidal rotation velocity. ’ Re- 
cently we found that the ion temperature measured with 
charge exchange spectroscopy was overestimated by mis- 
calibrating the charge coupled device (CCD) detector. 
Here we show the ion temperature and poloidal rotation 
velocity and the location of the magnetic axis for both the 
vacuum magnetic field and a finite /3 equilibrium as arrows 
in Figs. 1 and 2. The main difference from previous results 
is the ion temperature profile for the low-density case. The 
Shafranov shifts estimated by using the equilibrium code 
VMEC were overestimated due to the lack of precise NBI 
deposition profiles in the previous analysis. The shift is 2.4 
cm for the low-density case and 2.8 cm for the high-density 
case and shows good agreement with that obtained from 
the ion temperature profiles by taking a more accurate 
power deposition model. 
Since the ion pressure term in the radial momentum 
balance equation is small, the derived electric field profiles 
are very similar to the previous results as shown in Fig. 3. 
The measured radial electric field is still more negative 
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FIG. 1. Profiles of ion temperature measured with charge exchange spec- FIG. 3. Radial electric field profiles measured in CHS and neoclassical 
troscopy, where v., is the normalized ion collisionality evaluated at half of 
the plasma minor radius. 
estimates. Solid lines are the calculated radial electric field for the high- 
density plasma and the dashed lines are for the low-density plasma. 
than the neoclassical prediction. More recently fast ion loss 
and charge exchange flux, which were not included in the 
previous analysis, have been taken into account.’ The ab- 
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FIG. 2. Profiles of poloidal rotation velocity measured with charge ex- 
change spectroscopy, where vli is the normalized ion collisionality eval- 
uated at half of the plasma minor radius. 
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FIG. 4. Raial profiles of electron thermal diffusivity analyzed with the 
ORNL PROCTR-MOD code for the low- and high-density plasma. 
solute value of radial electric field is still more negative 
than the theoretical prediction. The thermal diffusivity de- 
creases toward the plasma edge for both low- and high- 
density cases as it did previously as shown in Fig. 4. How- 
ever, the thermal diffusivity seems to be not directly related 
to the radial electric field. Although the radial electric field 
is more negative, the electron thermal diffusivity is higher 
for higher density. This increase of thermal diffusivity is 
also due to the factor of 2 increase in the absorbed NBI 
power. The parameter dependence of electron thermal dif- 
fusivity has been studied in more detail.3 The radial profiles 
of radial electric field and electron thermal diffusivity im- 
ply that the reduction of thermal diffusivity is associated 
with a negative electric field, however, parameter depen- 
dencies of the radial electric field and diffusivity are un- 
clear. 
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